
GALATIANS: ONE-THIRD RECAP PART 1 

 

1. Back-Story = (Origin, Occasion, Theme) 

1.1. The origin of the Galatian letter is the Apostle Paul (1:1) writing to churches in the Galatian region 
(1:2) while on his way to Jerusalem Council from his home church in Antioch in 49 A.D. There were least 
4 cities where Paul had planted churches within the Galatian region: Psidian Antioch, Iconium, Lystra, 
Derbe. They were planted during Paul’s first missionary journey (Act 13-14). This and the book of 
Revelation are the only books in the NT specifically addressed to multiple churches (1:2 – “To the 
churches of Galatia”). However, we can be fairly certain that each church did not contain the term 
“Galatia” in their name (i.e. 1st church of Galatia, 2nd church of Galatia, etc) but rather took the name of 
the city where they ministered since this is the pattern found in the NT).  This is also the reason we took 
the name “Denver…Sound Church” – to follow the pattern we see in the NT. 

1.2. The occasion which prompted Paul to write this letter was the outbreak of a false gospel message 
that had infected the Galatian churches and was now at pandemic levels. The false gospel message was 
a distortion of Jesus’ and Paul’s gospel (1:7-9). This message however was not promoting a works-based 
salvation. Nobody in the bible ever promoted a works-based salvation-even the Pharisees (e.g. Luk 
5:21). What the Pharisees did promote was the observance of the OC clean laws –even the Pharisees 
converted to Christianity in the Jerusalem church.  Christ however is our clean law under the NC (1Jo 
1:9) making the necessity of the OC clean laws impossible, heretical and damning. This was the false 
gospel message infecting the Galatian churches (2:15-16, 5:4, 6:11-15; Act 15:1-9).  The Galatian 
churches were not the only ones – it had also infected the Jerusalem church (2:11-12 = Peter was the 
“carrier” of the disease!).  At the time, this represented at least 70% of the churches in existence and 
spanned a geographical area of over 600 miles (i.e. it was pandemic v. epidemic). This false gospel 
plagued the church for the majority of Paul’s ministry (e.g. Rom 3:20-31 = 57 A.D.; Phi 3:1-9 = 60 A.D.)  

Knowing that such a threat to the true gospel could exist this early in the church gives perspective as to 
what our expectations should be today (Act 20:28-29; 1Ti 4:1ff; 2Ti 3:1ff; 2Pe 2:1-2; Jud 3-4). 

1.3. The theme of Galatians is Getting The Gospel Right (GTGR). This then is also the goal of his writing 
and the instruction established by this inspired letter (Rom 15:4). However, the strategy Paul employs to 
accomplish his goal is not a rehashing of the gospel ‘s historical facts (as has become popular today 
when considering this theme). It was instead to establish principles that would function as a set of 
timeless “checks and balances” for the Church in her endeavor to determine and defend the true gospel 
message. 

2. Chapter-Study = (1-3:7) 

2.1. (#1) GTGR is mandatory to getting right w/God (1:3-6a). 

Ironically, GTGR is oftentimes discounted in this respect: people can still get to heaven though their 
gospel may be false. Paul however was under a different persuasion! The Galatians are seen as 
“deserting” God by turning to a “different” (i.e. false) gospel (6). Hence, to be right with God, a person 
must possess the true (i.e. right/ correct) gospel message. One must get that right if they have any hope 
of getting right w/God.   

2.2. (#2) GTGR means realizing there is only one true gospel and many false gospels (1:6b-7). 

Paul makes it clear there are no gospel alternatives or optional versions. Instead, there is the true gospel 
and distortions of it (7). The “cafeteria approach” to the gospel is popular today making this point (as 
well as the ones before it and after it) very controversial truths. This unfortunately is one of the reasons 
that many who thought they knew Jesus will be condemned come judgment day (Mat 7:21-23).   

 

 



2.3. (#3) GTGR involves seeing all false gospels as damning (1:8-9). 

(8-9): Twice Paul mentions that those preaching a “different” (i.e. false) gospel will be “accursed”. The 
word literally means damned – as in damned to hell. Not only does the idea of “coexist” not work in 
relation to other religions, but it also does not work when it comes to the different gospel varieties 
found within modern day Christendom. As a result, this is the dividing line when determining issues of 
separation or fellowship between Christians and churches.  

2.4. (#4) GTGR is not dependent upon the approval of Christian rock-stars (1:10). 

Peter (and James) the rock-stars of the Jerusalem church were specifically who Paul is pointing his 
arrows of condemnation toward in vv8-9. And therefore, who he also is not concerned with getting 
approval from as it related to GTGR (10). As such Paul is establishing this important principle for the 
Galatians as well as Christians throughout church history: GTGR is not a popularity contest. 
Unfortunately again, this is the path of verification for many with Christianity today.  

2.5. (#5) GTGR demands the support of all of God’s Word (1:11-12). 

This should go without saying, but today this is what people’s gospel oftentimes lacks – the support of 
all (versus only part) of God’s Word – from Genesis to Revelation. Additionally, Paul saw only one gospel 
through its pages (e.g. 3:8).  Hence, this is essentially what he is referring to when uses the phrase, 
“revelation of Jesus Christ”. It is a reference to the entirety of God’s Word and gospel as understood 
through its author, main focus and fulfillment – Jesus Christ. At one time Paul’s understanding of 
Scripture was without this key hermeneutical piece – and as a result, was simply “man’s gospel”.  
However, his encounter with Jesus on the Damascus Road (i.e. how he “received” his initial “revelation 
of Jesus Christ”) changed all of that  – especially in relation to the clean laws(11-12; Mat 11:13 w/ Rev 
19:10; Mat 11:27; Joh 1:1, 14:6, 10, 24, 16:14-15; Act 3:15; Heb 12:2; 1Co 10:1-9; Jud 5; Luk 24:27, 44).     

 


